. 14-3-3 ζ serotonin N-acetyl transferase hydrogen bonding. Native 14-3-3 serotonin N-acetyl transferase structure in reported in 75 , (A). The SYN-AI-1 serotonin N-acetyl transferase complex was built utilizing UCSF Chimera. Native rotamers were mutated to those characterizing SYN-AI-1 and residues 215 -228 of chains A -D deleted. Corrected structures were obtained by performing energy minimization utilizing AMBER. Wherein, 100 steepest decent steps were performed on each chain of the octamer followed by 10 conjugate gradient steps. The process was repeated until a good structure was obtained. Energy minimization was then performed on the entire complex utilizing 200 steepest decent steps followed by 10 conjugate gradient steps, (B). Figure S2 . Serotonin N-acetyl Transferase Hydrogen Bond Formation. USCF Chimera was utilized to build the SYN-AI-1 AANAT complex from the native crystal structure reported in 75. Rotamers of the native structure were mutated to those characterizing SYN-AI-1 and C' terminal residues 215-228 deleted. Energy minimization was performed utilizing Amber until. Hydrogen bond formation was analyzed at a Van der Waals overlap distance of >= 0.6 Å with a correction of 0.5 Å subtracted for potential hydrogen bonding pairs. Contacts or clashes of less then four bonds apart were exclude. 
